
More than a decade PT Stranough 
Firma Indonesia or known as 
Stranough has been in musical 
instrument crafting industry. Since 
established in 2002, Stranough 
started its business with a 3 x 12 meter 
workshop, now has transformed 
into a well-known brand for local 
and international music lovers. 
Many Indonesian and international 
musicians use Stranough’s guitar 
and hard case products. Every year 
the demand for the products is 
increasing. This requires Stranough 
to provide the best quality in their 
products made by reliable craftsmen 
with first-class production materials. 
The high demand of local and 
international markets also requires 
good performance from all elements 
in the company and an improving 
productivity and efficiency.

Over the years the production of 
guitar and hard case at Stranough has 
been facing such complex challenges. 
indecent working environment with 
narrow and not yet equipped with 
safety standard is one of the issues. 

While communication between 
management and workers seemed 
closed, working efficiency also 
wasn’t that optimal. These directly 
impacted productivity of the 
company.

This condition makes Hanung as 
the owner explored various ways to 
improve company’s performance. 
Many methods were applied but 
still couldn’t bring a positive impact.  
Hanung saw an opportunity to 
resemble the company when he 
attended a presentation from 
Parahyangan Catholic University 
(UNPAR) Bandung and Business & 
Export Development Organization 
(BEDO) about SCORE program. This 
presentation of SCORE program has 
given a deep impression to Hanung. 
After seeing how SCORE program 
works in helping many small and 
medium enterprises become more 
efficient and productive, by early 
2016 Stranough finally joined 
SCORE Program.

Improving Efficiency and Productivity 
Through SCORE Program
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Company profile
SME Name
    PT Stranough Firma Indonesia 

Target Market  
    Domestic and International

Products
    Guitar, Guitar Hard Case 

Established
    2002

location
    Jl. Surapati No.153B Bandung, 
    Indonesia

“At first when my employees 
challenge this SCORE program, 
it made me pessimistic. But the 
success of 5S changed my pessimism 
into great expectations. SCORE 
program has changed many things 
in Stranough”

Hanung 
Owner of Stranough Guitar



SCORE Program Helps to re-
manage

SCORE implementation was 
responded by Stranough workers 
with some resistances. A few of 
them even doubted this program 
could help Stranough become 
better. To prove his workers wrong 
Hanung started implementing 
SCORE by envisioning workers’ 
vision to be more efficient and 
productive. To synergize this vision, 
Hanung directly formed Entreprise 
Improvement Team (EIT). Hanung 
believes that EIT is the right place 
for his workers to discuss and 
learn while progressing. With its 
EIT Stranough started doing 5S 
in the company by re-managing 
layout and cleaning the production 
room. As the result, production 
room that was messy and narrow 
becomes neater, wider and cleaner. 

The implementation of 5S has 
opened workers’ eyes to do the 
same thing in the other division. 
This brings positive impact. 
They started refiling documents, 
setting up working time systems, 
designing systematic reporting 
and most importantly organizing 
routine morning briefing as to 
communicate between workers 
and management. “At first when my 
employees challenge this SCORE 
program, it made me pessimistic. 
But the success of 5S changed my 
pessimism into great expectations. 
SCORE program has changed 
many things in Stranough” said 
Hanung.

SCORE implementation brought 
many good impacts to Stranough. 
One of them is the efficiency 
rate that rose sharply from 51% 
in May 2016 to 80% in August 

WHAT THEY SAY

“After SCORE implemented the 
production of guitar and hard case 
has been doing better and better. 
The internal reject rate is greatly 
reduced. SCORE helps our work 
become more efficient”

Satio Saputro
Staff Repair-Cox

“Workers benefited positive impact 
of the SCORE program. Now 
communication between workers 
and management becomes better”

Sidik Syuhada
Guitar Division

Production Process at 
Stranough 
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2016. This increment also reflected in 
the percentage of internal reject rate 
that reached 1,96% in May 2016 down 
to 0% in August. “The production of 
guitar and hard case since SCORE was 
implemented has been doing better and 
better. The internal reject rate is greatly 
reduced. SCORE helps our work become 
more efficient” said Satio Saputro, Staff 
Repair-Cox

Through SCORE program many activities 
are held at Stranough that helped crack 
up the communication barrier among 
workers and management. Morning 
briefing is always done 5-10 minutes 

before working where all workers 
share the updates of each division. 
Gatherings are often held on the 
weekend to strengthen the bonding 
among workers. This conducive 
condition turned out the absence 
rate of workers that reached 3.06% 
in May 2016 down to 1.08% in 
August. “Workers benefited positive 
impact of the SCORE program. Now 
communication between workers 
and management becomes better” 
said Sidik Syuhada, Staff Guitar 
Division.

Stranough’s current ambition 
is to become a leading musical 
instrument manufacturer that is not 
only well-known for its brand both 
local and international market but 
also productive and efficient and 
has integrity with its employees and 
customers. This ambition can be 
reached by having SCORE program 
as the platform. 
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Menara Thamrin Level 22 ILO, Jakarta - Indonesia
Phone: +62 21 3913112, Fax : + 62 21 3100766 +62 21 39838959

E-mail: scoreindonesia@gmail.com, website: scoreindonesia.net, Facebook: SCORE. Indonesia, Twitter : @SCORE_Indonesia

The SCORE program is a training program initiated by ILO and funded by Swiss Secretariat 
for Economics Affairs (SECO) & Norwegian Agency for Development (NORAD). This program 
was developed and implemented by Ministry of Manpower Indonesia , Indonesian Employers 
Association (APINDO), The Confederation of Trade Unions and  ILO.

BEFORE AFTER

Production area was messy and indecent and it took sometimes for workers to grab material. After 
implementing SCORE this area becomes tidier, cleaner and wider. It takes only a couple of minutes for 

worker to grab materials

Stranough’s Products 


